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Enhanced
Lectures

“Lecturing is not simply a matter of
standing in front of a class and
reciting what you know. A classroom
lecture is a special form of
communication... No matter what your
topic, your delivery, and manner of
speaking immeasurably influence your
students’ attentiveness and learning.”
-Barbara Gross Davis, Tools for
Teaching

Ask Yourself...What do you want your students to gain as a result
of your classroom lectures?  If you are looking to enhance your

lectures, try some of the tips below.



Google
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Tips to Enhance Lectures
(Click on Numbers for Links)

Openings are Key - Engage your students from the
start. Consider beginning your lecture by presenting a
story, puzzle, picture, etc. to get students engaged and
thinking about the content for the class session.

Class Outline/Agenda - Provide an outline (skeletal
notes) or agenda for the class session so students know
what to expect and are prepared for the class content.

One Main Topic- Make sure your notes, examples, and  
content for the class all focus on one main topic. 
 Students can generally only focus on one thing, and
only in 10-15 min. increments.  If you need to cover
multiple topics in a class session, break them up with
activities and/or discussions (e.g., Bookend Approach).

Lecture Pauses- Create intentional breaks/pauses in
your lectures to ask questions, check for understanding,
clarify misconceptions, etc.  These pauses give you a
chance to breathe and help students clarity and retain
information.

https://tomprof.stanford.edu/posting/790
https://www.asee.org/public/conferences/64/papers/15115/view
https://www.unthsc.edu/center-for-innovative-learning/teaching-strategies-fink-gagne-and-smith/
https://surveyplanet.com/
https://www.facultyfocus.com/articles/online-education/pause-play-repeat-using-pause-procedure-online-microlectures/


Visuals- Incorporate visual aids into your lectures. 
 Research shows students recall 65% of information
taught with visual aids and only 10% of information that
is solely presented verbally. 

Class Recap- End each lecture with a summary of
major points you discussed that day.  Ask students
questions for review or tell them to ask you two
questions based upon your content that day.

Pacing/Tone- Your voice has a large impact on how
students engage in a lecture.  Slow down to emphasize
key points.  Use a different tone to highlight important
aspects.

Remember communication is important.  Communicate to your
students the purpose of these enhanced lecture components, and

help them understand their value for learning and retention.

Notetaking- Consider guiding students on how to take
notes during your lectures.  How can they use the
resources you provide to be successful?

https://cft.vanderbilt.edu/guides-sub-pages/lecturing/
https://www.chronicle.com/article/small-changes-in-teaching-the-last-5-minutes-of-class/
https://law.wisc.edu/academics/lawskills/oral_communication/course_manual/use_voice_effectively.html
https://1drv.ms/b/s!ArY-GriehvJnwWIg5IpFV4ndWw94

